Immunodominance analysis of CTL responses to influenza PR8 virus reveals two new dominant and subdominant Kb-restricted epitopes.
In the present study, a systematic analysis of the influenza (Flu) PR8 determinants recognized by H-2b mice was undertaken. A single Db-restricted immunodominant epitope (NP(366)) was previously known in this system. Twenty-three different Flu PR8-derived peptides that bound either Kb or Db molecules in vitro were identified. Sixteen were immunogenic following peptide immunization of C57BL/6 mice, yet CTL induced by peptide immunization recognized PR8-infected target cells only in the case of the NP(366) and NS2(114) epitopes. Similarly, CTL responses following whole-PR8 virus immunization were detected only for the same two determinants. CTL recognizing these dominant epitopes had high avidity for peptide-pulsed target cells, with 5 to 200 pM of peptide required for 30% specific lysis. In contrast, most (80%) of the remaining epitopes were recognized with lower avidity (30% effective concentration in the range of 0.4-50 nM). Repeated in vitro stimulation of primary CTL cultures revealed one additional Kb-restricted epitope (M1(128)). This peptide bound Kb with high affinity (4.6 nM) and induced CTL that effectively recognized PR8-infected cells. These results suggest that 1) this epitope is produced by natural processing in relatively high amounts and 2) low precursor frequency might be related to the subdominant status of the M1(128) epitope. Taken together, these results illustrate the crucial contributions of MHC-binding capacity, and T cell repertoire availability, to the shaping of the repertoire of CTL specificities for Flu Ag virus.